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Diogenes Outdone
When Diogenes set out at high noon with a
lighted lantern in search of an honest man he
was cynically recording his conviction that the
World of his day was populated by thieves. His
reactions would be interesting if he were here
today to witness the battle of the bared tax

returns.
No one had suggested, much less charged,
that there was anything off color about Governer
Stevenson’s income tax returns. Nevertheless, he
has released copies of his Federal returns for the
past 10 years, and has suggested, in effect, that
General Eisenhower and Senator Nixon should
do likewise.
Neither had any one charged or suggested
that General Eisenhower had been cheating
Uncle Sam. But the general, presumably fearing
he might be put in the position of appearing to
have something to hide, has responded to Governor Stevenson’s implicit challenge with an announcement through a press secretary that he
Will make public his financial status.
This is a state of affairs which, in the absence of any charge or suspicion, is beginning to
border on the ridiculous. Perhaps Governor
Stevenson hopes to embarrass his opponent by
forcing him to show that he paid a capital gains
tax rather than a substantially higher income
tax on the reportedly large profit from his book,
Crusade in Europe. General Eisenhower can answer, however, that the Internal Revenue Bureau
ruled that he had a legal right to do this; in
other words, that he was merely taking advantage of what might be regarded as a loophole in
the tax laws. He can also say that Governor
Btevenson, in claiming some $3,000 in depletioh
allowances on oil leases, was also taking advantage of what has been described as a loophole
in the law.
If the rest of the campaign is going to veer
off on this tack, however, it is not going to be a
very edifying performance. If there is reason to
believe that any of the candidates has done anything illegal or improper in filing tax returns,
that should be brought out. If there has been
nothing illegal or improper, and there has been
no charge to the contrary, the battle of the special funds and the tax returns should be ended
as soon as possible so that the candidates can get
back to something approximating a discussion of

the issues.

Not a 'Fiasco/ After All

The report on the costly Moroccan air base
program released by the House Appropriations

Committee to in reassuring contrast to the gloomy
and highly critical report issued a month ago by
the Senate Preparedness subcommittee. The picture, as the House group sees it, is far brighter
than the public had been led to believe by Senator Lyndon Johnson’s report. Both investigating
committees agree that there were waste, confusion and inefficiencies in the big construction
project but they differ as to who was at fault and
how much the job ultimately will cost. Os the
two reports, the House findings seem to be more
•bjective, more balanced and less sensational.
Whereas the Senate report laid most of the
blame for what it called “this (air base) fiasco”
on the Army Corps of Engineers and, particularly, on its chief, Lieutenant General Lewis A.
Pick, the House report aimed most of its criticism
at the Air Force. Many of the troubles encountered in the first two years of the undertaking,
the House group said, were traceable to Air Force
Indecision, changes of mind and failure to understand the engineering problems involved in trying
to meet so-called “crash” deadlines.
The House report was prepared by an appropriations subcommittee headed by Representative
John J. Riley of South Carolina. In summary it
said: “No other job in the committee’s recollection has received the amount of adverse criticism
and publicity which has been given to the Moroccan project. Some portions of the criticism have
been justified. There were instances of lack of
control, supervision and inspection, resulting in
some substandard work. These, however, have
been emphasized out of all proportion to their
extent. The tremendous amount of good work
done has been largely ignored, and the true conditions under which the Job had to proceed have
been relegated to the background. The result
has been that many of those in on-the-ground
charge of this effort have been accused of incompetent performance or improper conduct. Criticism to this degree is unfair and is not supported
by the record. During the same period that the
Job had been labeled a ‘fiasco’ (the course of one
year of construction), a tremendous amount of
satisfactory runway, taxiway, apron and other
All of this
paving work had been placed.
in sheer bulk was .unquestionably the result of
a great deal of forceful drive, know-how and
leadership.”
The subcommittee gives the taxpayers unqualified assurance that their money has not been
thrown away in North Africa on faulty bases that
must be rebuilt at great cost. It states, on the
contrary, that good bases have been built, considering the emergency nature of the work, local
difficulties, diplomatic tangles and other unSome defects have apavoidable developments. unexpected
in a project
not
they
but
were
peared,
of such huge scope and can be remedied at “surprisingly” small cost, relatively speaking. Whereas the Senate report had predicted that repairs
report
might run into “many millions,” the House
exceed
$2
would
not
the
total
cost
found that
million.
The House group gave some good advice to
those who would sit in judgment on the North
African air bases, namely, that the conditions
prevailing in 1950 and 1951 be kept in mind. The
Moroccan bases were quickly undertaken shortly
after the outbreak of the Korean war, in an atmosphere amounting almost to hysteria. There
was not time for real planning or organization
.
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flor the Job. The all-important objective was to

passed, however, the promise has all but vanished
completely. Undoubtedly taking their cue from
Moscow, the Chinese and North Korean Communists have blocked every effort to break the deadlock at Panmunjom, and their initial reaction to
the latest United Nations proposals bn exchanging war prisoners indicates that an agreement is
as far away as ever. Accordingly, since such a
move could hardly make the impasse any worse
than it is, the United States now favors having
the U. N. intervene to the extent of staging a fulldress truce debate at the forthcoming session of
the General Assembly.
This change in our American position does
not constitute acceptance of the Vishinsky proposal for action by the Security Council. The
Soviet Union, echoed by its satellite bloc, can
raise a great propaganda rumpus in the General
Assembly, but it cannot employ its veto power
there. As far as the Korean war is concerned,
the assembly’s members, after debating the question, can arrive at majority decisions and recom-

It is possible to draw the inference that
Howard McGrath was acting in bad faith when,
as Attorney General, he appointed Newbold
Morris to investigate corruption in the Government. Nevertheless, the Chelf Committee has
landed what looks like a low blow in putting this
forth as a more or less direct accusation.
This charge, by strong implication at least,
is contained in the first report of the House subcommittee, which has been investigating the
Justice Department.
The gist of it is that Mr.
McGrath knew Mr. Morris was under investigation in connection with a surplus tanker deal
at the time he was picked for the cleanup job,
and that the appointment was made in the expectation that Mr. Morris consequently would
be responsive to pressure.
In his two appearances before the committee, this question was never put directly to Mr.
McGrath, who now emphatically denies it. (Mr.
Morris also denies that any attempt was made
to put pressure on him.) There was ample
opportunity, however, for the committee to have
gone fully into the question had it wished to
do so. Had Mr. McGrath been asked specifically
about this phase of the matter, he might have
given a satisfactory explanation.
But he was
not asked for an explanation, at least not In
specific terms, and it seems unfair, therefore,
to Indict him now on the grave complaint of
bad faith in his official capacity.

Yankees vs. Bums
The tumult and the shouting In the baseball
stands have not really died; the fans are merely
drawing a. deep breath.
' For tomorrow the New York Yankees and
Brooklyn’s beloved Bums open the 1952 World
Series, a form of athletic pageantry that ls sometimes known as “the annual fall classic.” Being
concentrated in the greater New York area, this
year’s affair is the sort of thing that is customarily described as “a subway series,” but with the
state of the Nation’s economy what it is, the
travel expense is now 10 cents rather than the
oldtime nickel.
The Yankees, accustomed to being champions, behaved as such as they roared down the
stretch to their American League pennant. Professor Casey Stengel, ordinarily a man of a few
thousand words at any slight opportunity, confined his oratorical endeavors to ordering home
runs at critical moments and master-minded his
pitchers into blowing the opposition down. The
Bums, less consistent but fascinating in their
own quaint way, staggered around less surely
in early September but managed to outlast Silent
Leo Durocher’s Giants. Manager Charley Dressen,
who is reported to have a typewriter with all the
keys reading “I,” thereby remains popular in
Brooklyn, if nowhere else.
At this stage, all the press box strategists are
planning the pitching rotations and the batting
orders. As soon as “Play Ball” is called, they will
revert to their usual roles of being volunteer
managers, Joined in this effort by thousands of
paying customers.
Moscow, of course, will deplore the capitalistic
perversion of its ancient sport of “belabor and
very likely will refuse to recognise the winners

as world champions.

.

Irish-American voters.
Elizabeth O’Brien.

Funds, Rascals,

etc.

Though in the matter of expense
funds the recipient may get no direct
financial aid, such funds cannot but
help his private financial position to
some degree in that he will be freed from

certain border-line expenses which he
will otherwise, particularly if he is a
hard and enthusiastic worker, shoulder
himself. Be that as it may, it does not
seem likely that any balanced, intelligent man would aecept an expense fund
in itself and without other emoluments
for dishonorable activities which, if ex-

descendants of Irish Catholics in the United States of today. Back

posed,

would probably ruin his career.

The chances are that Senator Nixon
accepted his expense fund in good faith
as an aid in his fight on communism.
Ifsuch is the case, those who choke with
anger or glee over the small financial
aid his fund has given him are straining
at gnats while their neighbors and quite
possibly friends and associates habitually swallow camels with relish.
Clarkson J. Beall.
*

*

In Senator Nixon’s, recent speech
there were several points which gave
impressions of things other than the way
they

are.

It was stated that, “I have just
$4,000 in life insurance
plus my GI
policy, which I have never been able

—Courtesy

Librar.

to convert, and which will run out in
two years.” Congress has, in reality authorized renewal every five successive
years of insurance. Senator Nixon should
know this fact, as well as does every

of Congress.

GI who carries the same type of insurance. GI policies have been renewed
ever since World War I. By making such

Oliver Cromwell.

in 1884, as you mentioned, "rum, Romanism and rebellion,” did lose the Re-

statements, Senator Nixon has confused
many GI policyholders.

publicans an election. In that day also,
Gen. Eisenhower would have been in

possible.
Ostensibly,

Below the Belt

.

ignored by Americans of
Irish ancestry.
The general’s admiration for the
“bloody butcher” who massacred
the
Irish reveals either an appalling ignorance of history or his contempt for

generation

mendations without let or hindrance from the
Kremlin, and although such decisions and recommendations are ilbt physically enforceable, they
have legal and moral strength of a sort that could
conceivably press or embarrass the Reds into
yielding enough ground to make an armistice

judging from what the Chinese
and North Korean negotiators have themselves
said, a final agreement at Panmunjom is being
blocked by only one thing—the long and bitter
dispute over prisoners of war. The Communists
demand a truce provision under which the United
Nations, using force if necessary, would be obliged
to return all its POWs. The U. N., for its part, insists upon the principle of voluntary repatriation
because almost 90,000 of its 170,000 enemy captives have declared—with something like desperation—that they do not want to be sent back
to their Red masters. These scores of thousands
have been marked down in the Communist black
book; to return them would be to condemn them
to savage punishment, including death.
As a matter of prestige, of course, the Communists are understandably loath to accept any
arrangement showing how their troops have deserted them in large numbers, and the United
Nations Command—which in common decency
and human!tarianism cannot agree to forced repatriation—has therefore offered a number of
face-saving proposals.
But all such proposals
have thus far been rejected, and there ls little
reason to hope that the latest ones will be better
received when the truce talks are resumed.
In these circumstances, even though the
Kremlin can use it for propaganda purposes, a
Korean debate in the General Assembly has much
to be said for it. It is not likely to make the situation at Panmunjom deteriorate further. On
the contrary, since the deterioration has gone
about as far as it can without forcing a complete
breakdown in the negotiations, a thorough U. N.
airing of all the issues involved may help to improve matters.

jtQr

has not been

Lowell Mellett’s solicitude for the feelings of Irish Catholic voters is touching.
Especially so when he devotes a whole
column to Elsenhower’s eulogy of “Black
Oliver” and his hymn-singing Roundheads. Somehow it leaves me a little
cold, though I am a descendant of Irish
Catholics who escaped the holocaust at
Drogheda, and heaven knows I am no
great admirer of Oliver Cromwell and
his poll-cropped crew of butchers.
Perhaps I do Mr. Mellett an injustice
by suspecting he is grinding an ax to
do some “head-chopping” of his own.
Still the impression persists that if Gen.
Ike’s political neck were handy on a
log and Mr. Mellett had an ax...
It won’t work, Lowell. Drogheda is
pretty far back in history to arouse
much emotion among third and fourth

Last winter, when Soviet Foreign Minister
Vishinsky first proposed that the United Nations
Security Council intervene in the Korean truce
talks, the United States—with strong majority
backing—rejected the idea for a very good reason: It did not want to give the Kremlin a chance
to veto the Panmunjom negotiations into a state
of paralysis at a time when the outlook for an
agreement still seemed somewhat promising.
In the weeks and months that have since
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the shortest time possible. That objective was
achieved. That the task could have been done
more economically, in normal times, goes without
saying. Under all the circumstances,
however,
the findings of the Riley subcommittee indicate
that a remarkable engineering job has been done
in Morocco.

Charles

*

trouble with the numerous Irish Catholic voters if he eulogized Oliver Cromwell. For, to my grandmother, “Black
Oliver” was very much of a personage.
He was every bit as real, and every bit
as terrifying, as Hitler was to the Jews.
I recall very well her telling me that
the devil came in person to claim Cromwell’s soul the night he died; came in
great wind that uprooted trees and leveled houses, spreading terror and destruction over the countryside. Actually,
Ibelieve that it is a historical fact that
a great storm did devastate England that
night, but it can perhaps
be better
attributed to meteorology
than de-

*

England.
Though he hated and - detested Catholics, whom he regarded as
little better than pagan idolaters (a be-

lief shared by all the Puritans), it is
doubtful if religious hatred played the
major role in the horrible massacre of
Drogheda.
Republican.
*

*

I was pleased to read Lowell Mellett’s
eolumn regarding Gen. Eisenhower’s
reference to Oliver Cromwell. This has
almost been ignored by the press but it

public’s hunger for

a renewal of patriotism serve as a miracle drug and
acceptance
overcome our
of dirty messes.
E. Baughman.

*

able.

But there are others, fortunately by
no means few, who do not share these

enthusiasms.
They feel that killing an elephant, of
catching a very big fish, or stabbing a
bull in the ring, is a left-over from barbarism.
Therefore they cannot like
Hemingway’s new book about a fish, or
the new best-seller on bull fights and
fighters.
*

*

One of their heroes, rather, is Mr. M.
Batsford of Park West, Paddington, who.
according to an item headed “Latest
Wills” in the London Times, left 1,000
pounds to be applied for the welfare and
benefit of cats in Great Britain “whose
grateful and friendly affection has been
one of the chief of my solaces.”
Mr. Batsford was head of the publishing firm of the same name.
Friends of cats will welcome
his
tribute to the often maligned creature,
against which it is sometimes averred
that they show no affection whatever.
The dog, as every one knows, is an
expert at demonstrating the same. From
the tip of his wagging tail to his expressive eyes, the dog has convinced
man that he to his friend.
“Man’s best friend,” indeed, he has
been called, until today there to a real
Clitt Os the dOg, tadwriny
of

*

In setting forth his earnings and his

present assets, it appears that in the
six years Nixon has served in Congress
he is approximately $40,000 better off. In

view of his oft-repeated statements that
his salary is insufficient to cover his
expenses, this seems to be rather a neat
trick.
T. E. Brown.
*

*

The only fault that can be attributed
to Senator Nixon seems to be that he
is too honest to conform to the standard
of ethics used by radical Democrats. If
he had been a typical Fair Deal Senator,
he would have used his franking privilege
to shift to the taxpayers the cost of
printing and mailing out his political
speeches to his constitutents.
He would
have had his wife on the Senate payroll
supplement
to
his personal income. And
he would have disguised his political
trips as “inspection” trips so that these
could have been charged to Government
expense.

*

,

Henry C. Parker.
*

My heartfelt sympathy went out to
Mrs. Nixon who sat there like a statue,
never moving a muscle in her face and
looking directly at her husband who was
using his family to protect him but
never once thinking about other families
whom he couldn’t resist bringing into
this show. A simple, humble, straightforward speech about his expenditures
and the money received would have
brought more admiration for Senator
Nixon.

Truman Label Pasted

Get Out the Vote Plan
After every presidential nominating
convention, there is brought home forcibly the fact that a very large percentage
of the citizens of the United States do
not exercise their precious franchise to
I believe I know the reason for the
failure of so many people to participate
in voting. It is because elections are
held on weekdays, when hundreds of
thousands of citizens are unable to vote.
If elections were held on Sundays,
people would have more leisure in which
to think about the issues and to more
carefully select their candidates.
It
would permit of a more direct voice in
governing
of our affairs; and elected
the
officials would be more representative of
the will of the people. The mounting
population and increased business activities, with their ramifications and
complications,

make

it essential

that

elections be held on a non-business day.
In many European countries, elections
are held on Sundays, with the result
that hundreds of thousands take part
who would otherwise not be able to do
so if they had to interrupt their daily
business life and suffer inconveniences
in order to cast their votes.
Joseph Lewis.
In his very interesting article appearon the anniversary of the Constitution, in The Star of September
17,
Edward Boykin makes a startling observation. He says: “Youngest signer
was Jonathan Dayton, 26, destined to
become U. 8. Senator, Speaker of the
House, to have a great city named for
ing

him and then, at last, to stoop to treason
against

the Government he had helped
create.”
This ls the first suggestion that I
have seen that “the signers” harbored
an embryonic traitor. Jonathan Dayton
of New Jersey was a friend of Aaron
Burr under whose scholarly father they
had studied, and with whom he, with
his own distinguished father, served as
an officer in the Revolution. Dayton
was later accused of treason with Burr
in what history has since revealed to
many was a political indictment, more
concerned with conflicting ambitions of
masterful men than with guilt. At all
events. Burr was acquitted by a Jury at
Richmond, which was the stronghold
of President Jefferson, who set the Government against him; and after a trial
of several months before the most celebrated judge of his day, John Marshall,
and with the assistance of the most
eminent counsel, of whom Burr himself was perhaps the most frank and
On the same day of the
disarming.
acquittal, the Government withdrew the
charge against Burr’s friends, including
Jonathan Dayton, who had been caught
in the same dragnet, so completely untangled by Burr himself.
It is known, of course, that Burr was
brilliant, fascinating, ambitious and
reckless. Though Vice President only, he
was a threat to Jefferson’s control of the
new party he had created and with
which they both had routed the Federalists. Jonathan Dayton was a member of Burr’s faction and as Speaker of
the House came under the same lash as
Burr. The offense of Burr seems to
have consisted more in being pitted by
fate against the other two most brilliant, masterful and ambitious men of
his day than in disloyalty to his country. And these two, Alexander Hamilton and Thomas Jefferson, themselves

on nothing except dislike of Burr;
the one because of the policy Burr represented,
the other because he represented it too well.
As for Jonathan Dayton, to be inagreed

Wk

*

*

parties

*

*

Republicans have chosen to dramatize the “courage” displayed by Senator

Nixon in his radio and television apTo me, the brand of courage
demonstrated was the kind you find in
a man when he ls trapped in a burning
building. He’ll risk a dash through a
wall of fire because it is the only way
out and he has absolutely nothing to
Independent Voter.
lose.
peal.

Illinois Governor Has Stepped
Out of Line Only Once
By Gould Lincoln
If any one had the slightest doubt of
the Truman label on the Stevenson
nomination
and campaign, it was
dispelled when President Truman set
out on his whistlestop tour of 24 States
in the interest of the election of the
Democratic nominee for President. Indeed, the picture of Gov. Stevenson

as an independent candidate—operating

in the higher strata of political atmoswhich many of his supporters—¦
and the governor himself—sought to
paint for the American voters, is pretty
well obliterated. Mr. Truman, himself,
threw the first rock at that picture. He
declared that the most important thing
in the Stevenson campaign was the record of his administration—and that the
campaign would have to be fought out
along that line. There was no denial
from Mr. Stevenson.
The only time that Gov. Stevenson
stepped out of line with Mr. Truman
was when he mentioned the “mess in
phere

Washington.”

Jonathan Dayton Defended

*

Yes, we have the “corrupt” in both
but it ls time to distinguish between material and spiritual “corruption”. It 1s time to examine the real
Issues in foreign and domestic policies;
the voting records of the incumbents;
the records of the parties on these
Issues and the characters and the statements of those aspiring to elective
offices. We can’t afford to make mistakes in this election in selecting policy
or personnel and it is time that the
people of this country had their faith
in their elective system and elected
officials restored and the wolf-cryers of
“communists in government” either
should present their evidence to a Federal grand jury for action or shut up in
the interests of the country which they
claim to love and the Government which
and to
they have sworn to defend
protect.
Lillian M. McNish.

On Stevenson Campaign

vote.

Subscriber.
*

"his and That
To kill an elephant weighing tons with
an elephant gun ls considered by many
to be a feat.
To catch a huge fish weighing many
times the catcher is regarded as laud-

*

Mr. Nixon’s shining example and the

To give "Black Oliver” his due, he was
an able, intelligent, and well-educated
man. It does not appear that the massacre of Drogheda was inspired so much
by religious hatred as it was by political
desperation, and the desire to inspire
terror in the minds of the Irish Royalists. Cromwell had no illusions about
his position.
He was no Jack Cade
or Wat Tyler to be cozened with fine
words until the Royalists could set his
head over Traitor’s Gate. His own life,
and probably even more important to

him, the life and fortunes of the men v
who followed him in rebellion, civil war,'
and finally revolution, were also at
stake.
He had early learned a lesson
that some of our own dilettante revolutionists might well ponder, there is no
half-way house in treason.
When the Royalists moved to seat
young Prince Charles on the throne, he
moved fast to crush the movement before it gathered too much force. The
Irish were the first, and the most dangerous to him, for they were all out for
Prince Charles.
The Scots, as usual,
wanted to bargain before they moved.
They wanted assurances from Charles
that their Covenant would be respected.
Cromwell moved to crush the Irish
Royalists first, with fire, sword, and
terror, before the Scots could get their
rebellion under way. He succeeded.
Drogheda would probably have given
Hitler bad dreams—it certainly gave
them to Cromwell. Though he made
his country prosperous
and respected
(one hesitates to say happy) he was an
unhappy man in his last years. An old
English history in my possesion says:
“He knew the Catholics and Royalists
hated him, and he was in constant
dread of being killed. He wore armour
under his clothes, never slept two nights
in succession in the same room, always
had loaded pistols at hand, and never
came back to Whitehall by the road by
which he left it.”
Cromwell, for a Puritan of his day,
was quite free from fanatical religious
prejudice.
He allowed all Protestant
sects to enlist in the Ironsides, excluding
only Catholics. He removed the ban on
the Jews and allowed them to return to

M. Bruch.

The slogan was “throw the rascals
out.” Now it’s "throw the rascals in.”
Nsnnette Lincoln.

monology.

•

*
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Jonathan Dayton.
dieted in this highly charged play of
ambitions and to be thus released ls
not “to stoop to treason.” He served
two terms in the New Jersey Assembly
after the verdict and release in Virginia.
Years later he was visited by Lafayette,
his brother in arms, at Elizabeth in
New Jersey in the same month of the
reunion of that French Patriot with
the Sage of Monticello in Virginia.
Dayton died a few days later.
Our
admiration for Jefferson does not require that we perpetuate his animosities.
Among the life-long neighbors of Jonathan Dayton, as well with the distinguished French “Friend of Man,” he
was honored in his youth and in his
age. To them he was no less a patriot
“at last” than when he helped to create
the Government by signing the Constitution.
Alan Johnstone.

The loud growl from the

President—who said he knew of no mess
in Washington—brought Gov. Stevenson
back into line in a hurry. He tried to
explain that he was quoting someone
else when he referred to the “mess in
Washington.” Beyond that, the Illinois
Governor has. swallowed, hook, line and
sinker, all of the Truman doctrines.
Some of them he came to gradually—as
for example, his declaration for the
outright repeal of the Taft-Hartley
Labor Act, and his present stand for a
compulsory Federal FEPC, on which
he had slightly turned his back in his
earlier statements.
Program Would Continue.
The election of Mr. Stevenson, if it
occurs, will necessarily mean a continuation of the Truman

program—and

it

will mean the retention of many of the
Truman appointees in high office. President Truman will be in position to claim
he elected Mr. Stevenson—if the latter
wins. Certainly the men who are out
working for Stevenson—most
of whom
are either in the Truman Administration or are backing it, may expect to
remain. Only an ingrate could kick
them out. In other words, there will be
no “change” if Gov. Stevenson is elected
President—or change worthy of the
name. The Democratic nominee attempted to convey the impression he
will be “independent” of the demands of
any group, including the organized labor
group of leaders. But he came up standing foursquare in favor of the demands
which the CIO has made in the matter
of labor legislation. Is this a sample of
independence?

If Mr. Stevenson

wins the election,

moreover, President Truman will be con-

vinced that he won it for him. The
Stevenson campaign, despite its wit and
humor and excellent diction, has, according to reports, been no ball of fire.
The Governor has entertained the intellectuals—who claim that at last they
have something new in politics. President Truman is going out to win, if he
can,
the common,
run-of-the-mine
voters, of whom there are many millions
more than there are intellectuals. If the
President puts it across, his will be the
victory.

The President’s first speech aimed a
blow at Gen. Eisenhower, the Republican nominee, who, the President said,
has been in the Army so long he doesn’t
know what is going on in the United
States. Yet it was not so long ago that
Mr. Truman
would have welcomed
Eisenhower as a candidate for the
presidential
Democratic
nomination—and is reported to have sent word to
general.
that effect to the
In this attitude of former admiration
for Gen. Eisenhower, the President is
by no means alone. The present Democratic candidate
for Vice President,
Senator Sparkman of Alabama, is trying to explain away his own open support of the General for the Democratic
presidential nomination. All he can find
to say is that he thought Eisenhower
might be a Democrat.
When he an-

nounced
he was a Republican—his
abilities and excellent traits vanished
like the mist. The General was given
credit formerly by these Democratic
leaders for exceptional ability to deal
with knotty problems and with men.
Today, however, they claim he is a
“tool,” little more than a simpleton, in
the hands of sinister people. How stupid
do they think the public really ls?
Incidentally, Gov. Stevenson,
who

with much righteousness proclaimed he
would have nothing to say about hia
"political fund,” has made a full statement of both the contributors and the
beneficiaries.
Could he have been
smoked out by the Republicans?
To
make it appear otherwise, the Governor
disclosed his own actual Income tax re-

turns, which no one asked for.

Questions and Answers

The Star'* reader* can get the answer to
any question of fact by either writing Th#
Xvenlnt star Information Bureau. 1200 I itreet
N.W.. Washington 3. D. C.. and Inclosing 3 cent*
return poatage or by telephoning ST. 7303.

By THE BASKIN SERVICE.

Q. Who was the first President of tho
United States to broadcast on the radio?
.

.

By Charles E. Tracewell

.

persons to purchase them though they
really do not like animals.
This accounts for many of the affection-starved dogs one sees in every city

street, and in the suburbs, and on farms,
where though the creatures get enough
food, perhaps, they are starved for the
attention they seek. It is easier* in some
ways, to keep a dog outdoors than to
clean up the basement after him, but
it makes for a dog with a neurosis, or
whatever it is dogs have .when they are
not satisfied and at home in their world.
*

*

It is commonly charged against the
house cat that he only stays because
he to fed.
The noble dog, we are told, is not that
way, but will remain though starving
to death.
Well, those who have seen dogs scouting garbage cans at night may question this. There to also the case of Billy,

a nondescript country dog.

Because of his playful ways, he was
fed at a neighbor's house. But because
he was a cur, in the real sense, he developed manners that were not good,
and those who fed him wondered at last
how they could get rid of him.
Stop feeding him?
It wouldn’t work, one said, because
dogs were faithful.
Try it, anyway, another replied.
So the daily “handouts” were stopped.
The lint day Bifiy arrived as usual.
Certainly It was not his fault. Hie had
been lured with good beef—which he

probably

never

attentions.
The second

got

at home—and kind

—T.M.
A. President

Warren G. Harding, in a
on the World Court at St. Louis,
Missouri, on June 21, 1923. It was one
speech

the earliest network programs, and
broadcast by WEAF in New York
and WCAP in Washington, as well as by
KSD in Bt. Louis.
of

was

day he came a little late.
The third day he merely looked in.
Since then, he has not so much as
given a glance to his old friends of the
Q. When did the Republic of Isarel
daily "handouts.” If he were a cat, there
would be no question about it at aIL .move its government to Jerusalem from
Tel Aviv?—C, P. B.
Being all dog, he is still the noble, deA. In Decmeber, 1949, all government
voted servant of mankind.
offices, with the exception of the foreign
*
*
ministry, were moved to the new city of
Hie cat likes food, of course.
Jerusalem.
Who doesn’t?
What living thing does not?
Q. Is there a Nation-wide organizaThe “grateful and friendly affection”
tion of toastmlstresses?— E. McE.
spoken of by Mr. Batsford to well known
A. The International Toastmlstresses
to any one who gives a cat a chance
Clubs. Inc., was founded In 1938 in San
to demonstrate it.
Francisco.
He should not look, of course, for a
doggy manifestation in any way. East
to east and west to west, and never the
twain shall meet, except now and then.
Boy's Prayer
The cat mind and heart are different,
and so are the ways in which they show
God,
Dear
if You could spare the time
friendliness. The cat's yawn, for inTo let my dog lie down beside Your feet,
stance, is not so much a yawn as a
Or send an angel to the gate to meet
greeting of its human friends.
The
Him, when he comes, / would be glad.
stretching of the toes, at the sound of
For we have never been aoart until
the friendly voice, is another. The
today
arched back to too well known to need
And, even in Heaven, J know tie will be
attention. It takes care of Itself. The
sad.
purr to famous the world around. Even
Or please appoint a friendly boy angel
the animal’s determination to sleep on
Who has no doggy ghost to call his own.
one’s bed to a sign of affection not to be
One who occasionally will pat my pup
Though
wag,
overlooked.
Its tall does not
And offer him a choice celestial bone.
the eat can lurid Its own with any dog
J would not grieve so if l knew
when it cornea to making a human being
My pup had found a home with Tout
understand eomething of Us “grateful
and friendly affection.”
Mary Bleu Stalling

«
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